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MDI/ Integration Webex meeting January 9, 2009
(in continuation of the MDI/ Integration meeting  on 

December 19th)

Contributions from especially: Paolo Mereu and Diego Gamba (Torino), 
Manfred Valentan, Stefan Haensel and Manfred Krammer(HEPHY),  

David Moya and Alberto Ruiz(IFCA), Bernardo Aveda et al (USC), 
Alexandre Charpy and A.S.N. (LPNHE)

And from discussions at the  session on integration issues for LOI at the 
8th SiLCmeeting in Santander, 17-19 December 2008.



(JE Augustin, M. Berggren, ASN)
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The Full Silicon tracking system:
Barrel: SIT+SET (3 2D-layers total)
Forward: FTD+ETD 
Is included in MOKKA framework
by V. Saveliev



Compared to an all Silicon tracking system (see SiD design for instance)
the ILD Silicon tracking system is much more challenging in terms of integration
as it is an hybrid system: gaseous + Silicon and each component is in a LINK 
region between 2 (at least) sub-detectors. 
Thus the SiLC collaboration which is working on this system has to address each 
case separately this work is undergoing and we are briefly summarizing here the 
present status.

All-Silicon tracking system:
fully integrated system => 
Much more easy to integrate.



ILD Silicon tracking: the barrel components

Barrel: SIT &SET

Simulation ILCRoot (A. Charpy)

As proposed by SiLC
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Starting from
Calorimeter shape

Updated version
(080109)

SET

TPC

TPC structure

SIT

False double sided strip sensors
for  both SET and SIT



Updated barrel components (see mechanical study later)
introduced in the ILCROOT, simulation work in progress

Zoom on the two SIT layers

TPC

Vertex
+frame

SIT

SETSimulation ILCRoot (A. Charpy)



By Manfred Valentan (HEPHY) based on LicToy studies
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ILD Silicon tracking: the forward components

Very preliminary mechanical design

ETD: XUV design instead of projective (LPNHE)
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We are working on a common support structure and module 
design with unique type of microstrip sensors for these 3 
Silicon tracking components. 

This will provide simplicity, modularity and easy construction

A new idea is being study now to support the SET and SIT 
layers in an independent way from the other subdetectors
(TPC and calorimeters). And the three double sided layers 
formed by the SIT and SET will be  on the other hand part of a 
same light support. This fits well with the alignment function to 
be fulfilled by the SIT+SET couple. (work in progress).



One crucial topic under study: the detailed structure of the 
supports (not just plans as sketched in the present Paolo s 
study but a more complex structure were the modules, 
services and cables are being included)
Another crucial point: the detailed design of the modules: we 
are presently following designs such as the one used for the Si
modules for the LPTPC test = very light structures



SiLC is working on a new way to build
light Silicon modules easy to include in 
the overall support structure of the 
component.
As a guideline here is the presently
built module for the LPTPC tests in DESY.
The next generation will not include hybrid 
boards for the FEE electronics or picth
adapters. This will be part included onto 
the module itself (bump bonding then
3D vertical interconnect)
But the concept of light bars to sustain the
sensors as in this drawing will be further
pursued.
Work in progress with the prototypes we are
developing for the beam tests.



The FEE readout electronics is proven to give:
1mWatt per channel and will be power cycled (factor: 70:1)

(already existing prototype in 130mn technology) 
=> NO COOLING

Cooling is really not an issue in the ILC case contrary to the LHC 
case. The Si detectors can works with T up to 30 degrees and a 
temperature gradient of 10 degrees. Many studies performed by 
SiLCwith realistic mechanical prototypes.
WHAT IS NEEDED is to know what is the power dissipation of the 
neigbours(TPC, vertex or calorimeters??)
The strips sensors will be edgeless technology, thus a flat 
structure . 
The FEE readout will be on detector (bump bonding first then 3D 
vertical interconnect): high multiplexing in the FEE electronics
architecture and NO FE-boards 
The processed data are daisy chained (micro-coax) on the 
detector and sent outside of the detector to the C.R. with digital 
fibers







Preliminary idea: the FTD small disks 7x2 and the 2 DS SIT layers will be included in
a single envelope made of rohacel l foam included into 2 foils of C-fiber



By Manfred Valentan (HEPHY) based on LicToy studies
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Some details about
the petals modules 
in one of the FTD designs
(IFIC+IFCA)



Another option for the FTDs: use the R-Phi strip 
sensors a la VELO (LHCb) for all the 7 disks

USC team is adapting this
geometry to the design and 
dimensions of the FTDs and 
simulations will compare the 
performances between both 
strips designs

Courtesy of B. d Adeva et al (USC)



The integration of the Silicon components in 
the innermost part of the ILD barrel

SilCis discussing an overall envelope where both SIT and FTD 
detectors would be included and also how to fix the FTD disks and 
the SIT.
We need to get the proper informationsfrom all the other parties, i.e:
=> MDI and beam pipe
=> vertex detector
=> TPC



This is a proposed set up to align the 
innermost Silicon system (FTDs) based on the 

use of an IR laser and 
transparent especially developed sensors.

Interesting deature of this system: it does not
bring additional material and use the same 

readout system 



Works on integration of the Si components is
udertaken by SiLCcollaboration
No show-stoppers
But need to have collaborative effort with 
other subdetectorsand MDI team to achieve 
a first reliable integration schema for all the 
components.
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